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One-dimensional quantum systems admit duality relations that put hard core spinless bosons and
fermions in one-to-one correspondence via Girardeau’s mapping theorem. The simplest models of
soft bosons interacting via zero-range potentials can also be mapped onto dual interacting fermions.
However, a systematic approach to one-dimensional statistical transmutation for arbitrary low-
energy interactions in the spinless and spinful or multicomponent cases has remained elusive. I
develop a general theory of local unitary transformations between one-dimensional quantum systems
of bosons and fermions with arbitrary spin or internal structure, single-particle dispersion – including
non-relativistic, relativistic or otherwise – and low-energy interactions in the universal regime. These
transformations generate families of new duality relations and models that relate the strong and
weak coupling limits of the respective dual theories.
Quantum wires, or many-body systems of quantum
particles kinematically constrained to effectively move
in one spatial dimension (1D), constitute prominent
examples where interactions and quantum fluctuations
are highly enhanced when compared to their three-
dimensional counterparts [1]. Examples of experimen-
tal realizations of (quasi-) 1D quantum systems include
trapped few- and many-body ensembles of ultracold
atoms [2–6], cold atomic 4He in nanopores [7], one-
dimensional nanowires [8] or the edge states of topo-
logical insulators [9]. A peculiarity of 1D systems is
the similarity in many physical properties of bosons and
fermions. In 1D, spinless bosons and fermions are dual to
one another via Girardeau’s mapping [10] provided their
two-body interactions feature a hard short distance core.
Girardeau’s mapping has been generalized to some mul-
ticomponent systems with zero-range hard cores [11, 12],
while fermionic duals of the integrable Lieb-Liniger model
for spinless [14] and two-component bosons with lowest
order interactions [15] have also been found. All of these
relations rely on the knowledge of microscopic solutions
and short distance details, specific to the particular prob-
lem of interest. In this work, I develop a general theory
of microscopic duality transformations between bosonic
and fermionic systems in 1D. These apply regardless of
internal structure or spin, single-particle dispersion, two-
and higher-body interactions and their integrable or non-
integrable nature.
Duality relations, when these exist, between systems A
and B typically map the strong-coupling limit of A into
the weak-coupling regime of B and viceversa [10, 14, 16].
The only known form of Bose-Fermi duality in 1D with-
out hard core interactions corresponds to lowest order
two-body even- and odd-wave interactions [14, 15] in ef-
fective field theory (EFT) [17, 18], which describes inter-
acting quantum systems in the so-called universal regime,
where short-range details of the interactions are unimpor-
tant [19]. The derivation of 1D duality relations has so far
relied heavily on knowledge of non-interacting states and
Hamiltonians, together with short-range boundary con-
ditions. The latter are ultimately linked to the specific
form of the Hamiltonian if the interactions come from a
low-energy EFT. This approach is very complicated be-
yond the simplest of models. Here, I instead use operator
methods that do not rely on microscopic details to derive
duality relations between general systems of 1D bosons
and fermions.
I introduce the concept of statistical transmutation op-
erators (STO), denoted by T . These formally trans-
form functions with bosonic symmetry into functions
with fermionic symmetry and viceversa. Consider a one-
dimensional N -body system with arbitrary internal or
spin structure, and denote the position coordinates of
the particles by xi (i = 1, . . . , N). I require the STO
to be (i) linear; (ii) unitary; (iii) local; and (iv) energy
independent. Locality, i.e. 〈x′|T |x〉 ∝ δ(x − x′), is re-
quired because if non-local unitaries are allowed then it
is possible to formally choose one that diagonalizes the
Hamiltonian. Energy independence of the STO is needed
if the microscopic details of the Hamiltonian are a priori
unknown.
Bosonic and fermionic states shall be denoted, respec-
tively, by |ψ〉 and |χ〉 hereinafter. With the conditions
(i)–(iv) above, the relations |ψ〉 = T |χ〉 and |χ〉 =
T †|ψ〉 = |χ〉 hold. If the bosonic Hamiltonian is given by
HB, then its fermionic dual is simply HF = T HBT
† or,
more concretely, its projection onto the totally antisym-
metric sector. If the non-interacting part of HB is given
by H0, such that HB = H0 + VB, it is most useful and
intuitive to rewrite its fermionic dual as H
(0)
F = H0+WF,
where WF is the totally antisymmetric projection of W ,
given by
W = [T , H0]T
†, (1)
which will be referred to as the statistical interaction.
Consider first a general system of N spinless bosons.
The only candidate T for STO is
〈x′|T |x〉 = SN (x)δ(x − x
′), (2)
where SN (x) =
∏N
i<j=1 S(xij), with xij = xi − xj and
S(x) the signum function. For xi 6= xj ∀i 6= j, it holds
2that SN (x)
2 = 1. However, the signum function S(x),
understood as a distribution [20], is undefined at x = 0.
Defining its square involves the product of distributions,
generally undefined as generalized functions [21]. This re-
quires the introduction of an associative algebra of gener-
alized functions, also necessary to unambiguously define
products involving Dirac delta functions. Such an alge-
bra was developed by Shirokov [22], denoted by U . The
product of distributions belonging to U has the defining
properties
[S(x)]2 = 1 ∀x, (3)
[δ(x)]2 = 0, (4)
{S(x), δ(x)} = 0. (5)
Property (3) implies that the singular operator T ,
Eq. (2), is unitary and therefore the STO for an arbi-
trary system of spinless bosons or fermions.
In the non-relativistic spinless case, low-energy EFT
of interactions, largely developed in a nuclear physics
context [23, 24], describes universal low-energy collisions
in dimensionally reduced ultracold atomic physics in the
two-body [17, 18, 25] and three-body sectors [26–30]. For
example, the ever present Dirac delta interaction in 1D is
the lowest-order boson-boson interaction in EFT. I show
now that bosonic and fermionic EFTs are, to each order,
dual to each other.
I begin with the statistical interaction W , Eq. (1). In
the position representation, it takes the form
W (x) = −
~
2
2m
SN (x)
[
∇2NSN (x) + 2∇NSN (x) · ∇N
]
,
(6)
where ∇N is the N -dimensional gradient. Explicitly, one
finds
W (x) = −
2~2
m
N∑
i<j=1
S(xij)
[
δ′(xij) + 2δ(xij)∂xij
]
, (7)
which is a pairwise interaction.
Two spinless bosons interact only through the even-
wave part V
(2)
e of a general two-body interaction V (2).
This is split into even- and odd-wave components as
V (2) = V
(2)
e + V
(2)
o . It is easy to see that
〈x′ij |V
(2)
o |xij〉 = S(x
′
ij)〈x
′
ij |V
(2)
e |xij〉S(xij). (8)
Relation (8) implies that the fermionic dual of the even-
wave interaction is the odd-wave component of the orig-
inal interaction V (2). In EFT, the expansion of the odd-
wave interaction at low momentum transfer is given, in
the momentum representation, by [49]
V (2)o (k
′, k) = k′k
[
g1 + g3(k
2 + k′2) + . . .
]
(9)
Its bosonic dual V
(2)
e = T †V
(2)
o T is obtained in the mo-
mentum representation as
V (2)e (k
′, k) = −
∫
dq′
π
−
∫
dq
π
V
(2)
o (q′, q)
(k′ − q′)(k − q)
, (10)
corresponding to a two-sided Hilbert transform [31] (−
∫
is
the principal value integral sign). To lowest order (LO),
one has gn≥3 ≡ 0 in Eq. (9). If the bare LO coupling con-
stant g1 is kept finite, then the bosonic dual, Eq. (10),
diverges. It is necessary to regularize the integral (10),
and I use hard cutoff (Λ) regularization. Expanding the
integrals in powers of Λ and Λ−1, one finds that for LO
bosonic interaction V
(2)
e (k′, k) = g0, the bare coupling
constant of its fermionic dual is given by g1 = π
2g0/4Λ
2
as Λ → ∞. In order to test this result, the odd-wave
component of the statistical interaction in the momen-
tum representation in the same regularization scheme is
needed. One has, for two particles,
〈k′|W |k〉 =
∫
dq
2π
S∗k′−q
~
2q2
m
Sk−q −
~
2k2
m
〈k′|k〉, (11)
where Sk =
∫
dxS(x) exp(ikx) is the Fourier transform
of the signum function. The odd-wave component Wo =
WF is given by [49]
Wo(k
′, k) = −
π~2
mΛ
k′k, (12)
which is also LO in EFT. The full LO fermion-fermion
interaction g1k
′k +WF (k
′, k) ≡ gFk
′k renormalizes and
solves the bound state equation (g0 < 0) with energy
E = −mg20/4~
2 [13] in momentum space if, as Λ → ∞,
1/gF = −mΛ/π~
2 − (m/~2)2g0/4. This value coincides
with the inverse coupling constant derived from duality
to O(1). Importantly, renormalizability of the fermionic
problem is guaranteed, by construction, from the duality
transformation, since its bosonic dual is renormalizable.
Order by order, the fermionic dual interaction can be
transformed into the bosonic EFT. To next-to-leading or-
der (NLO), one has up to quadratic terms in the brack-
ets of Eq. (9); for bosons one has g0 + g2(k
2 + k′2) in-
stead. Inserting this expansion into Eq. (10) and match-
ing the EFTs term by term, one obtains, as Λ → ∞,
g1 = π
2g0/4Λ
2−π2g2/4 and g3 = 3π
2g2/8Λ
2. Some care
needs to be taken in the evaluation of the coupling con-
stants as functions of the cutoff, in particular g0 = g0(Λ)
and g2 = g2(Λ
′), with Λ′ = π2Λ/8 [49]. Note that even
the LO coupling constant gets modified by the inclusion
of the NLO term, in agreement with the renormaliza-
tion of the LO+NLO EFT [17]. This procedure can be
continued to any order.
The power of the duality transformation is even more
patent with three-body interactions, which are of the
same na¨ıve order as two-body effective range effects, and
logarithmically modified upon renormalization [30]. At
LO in the hyperradial momentum qH, the bosonic inter-
action is a constant in momentum space. For fermions,
the LO interaction does not appear until the 6-th or-
der. The LO bosonic problem in the absence of two-
body interactions is renormalizable [27–30] with a single
divergence in the ultraviolet (UV). For fermions, how-
3ever, the interaction is highly singular and the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation features three different divergent
powers of a cutoff scale Λ and a logarithmic divergence
[49]. This implies the irrelevance of three-body fermionic
interactions in the absence of two-body forces. If two-
body interactions are included, this is not necessarily the
case, as is shown below by means of duality relations.
Consider the bosonic LO three-body interaction
V
(3)
B (k
′,k) = g
(3)
0 , with total momentum conservation
implicitly assumed. The dual fermionic interaction is ob-
tained as
V
(3)
F (k
′,k) = g
(3)
0
∫
dq′
(2π)3
SA∗q′,k′
∫
dq′
(2π)3
SAq,k, (13)
with total momentum conservation (a factor 2πδ(K −
K ′), k = k1 + k2 + k3) implicitly assumed, S
A
q,k =
A(S
(3)
q−k), antisymmetrized with respect to k, and S
(3)
k =∫
dxS3(x) exp(ik · x). The fermionic interaction (13), us-
ing hard cutoff (Λ˜) regularization of the integrals, is given
by [49]
V
(3)
F (k
′,k) =
g
(3)
0
4π2Λ˜6
k′12k
′
13k
′
23k12k13k23 +O(g
(3)
0 Λ˜
−8),
(14)
which corresponds to a LO fermionic interaction. Since
the statistical interaction WF does not contain three-
body terms, Eq. (14) is the total LO three-body fermionic
interaction. Again, this procedure can be continued order
by order, but higher order terms become quickly irrele-
vant. Three-body range, which may be important, can
be included as an energy-dependent coupling constant
[27, 30]. This concludes the analysis of the spinless non-
relativistic case, for which I have shown that bosons and
fermions are equivalent to each other, order by order, in
the universal regime of low-energy interactions.
Duality relations between multicomponent (spinful)
bosons and spinful (multicomponent) fermions are ob-
tained now. Because of the non-trivial matrix structure
of the problem, more than one STO can be found. How-
ever, these are all unitarily equivalent to each other and
I focus on the simplest one. Denote by ξi = (xi,mi)
(i = 1, . . . , N) the degrees of freedom of particle i, with
xi the position and mi a vector containing the inter-
nal degrees of freedom. An N -body wave function |ψ〉
satisfying bosonic statistics can be unitarily transformed
into a wave function |χ〉 satisfying fermionic statistics by
means of the following local STO T
〈ξ′1, . . . , ξ
′
N |T |ξ1, . . . , ξN 〉 = δ(x− x
′)SN (x)
N∏
i=1
δmi,m′i .
(15)
The duality relations for even- and odd-wave interac-
tions, Eqs. (10,13), remain valid. However, they do not
correspond to bosons and fermions as these are channel-
dependent. For instance, spin-1/2 fermions are affected
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FIG. 1. Calculated ground state energy of three fermions
(bosons) with spins ↑↑↓ (components 1,1,2) corresponding
to Yang’s model and its dual, in a box of size L with open
boundary conditions as a function of the interaction strength
g0. Blue circles and red squares correspond, respectively,
to fermions and bosons. Error bars are smaller than sym-
bol sizes. Black dashed line is the weak-coupling result to
O(g0)[33].
by odd-wave interactions only in the triplet channels,
while the singlet channel is affected by the even-wave
interaction. The statistical interaction W , on the other
hand, depends heavily on the differential structure of the
kinetic energy operator. For non-relativistic dispersion,
the components of W are obtained as in Eq. (11), but is
different otherwise. As an illustrative example, in Fig. 1,
I show the numerically calculated [49] ground state en-
ergy E0 of three fermions with dynamics governed by
Yang’s Hamiltonian [32, 49] (dual bosons) with spin ↑↑↓
(components 1,1,2) in a box of size L with open bound-
ary conditions in units of the fermionic non-interacting
ground state energy E
(0)
0 as a function of the LO cou-
pling constant g0, where excellent agreement is clearly
observed.
The duality relations are not restricted to the usual
non-relativistic systems, but apply to general contin-
uum Hamiltonians. Consider the following single-particle
Hamiltonian, with two components 1 and 2, correspond-
ing to the continuum limit of the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger
(SSH) model [34] for spinless fermions near half-filling,
H0 =
(
0 −i~v∂x + iδ
−i~v∂x − iδ 0
)
. (16)
The components are identified with the two sublattices.
In contrast with the usual non-relativistic cases con-
sidered so far, the Hamiltonian above is not channel-
diagonal, contains only first derivatives, and its spectrum
Eλ(k) = (−1)
λ
√
(~vk)2 + δ2 (λ = 1, 2) is unbounded
from below. For fermions, low-energy many-body physics
4is easy to handle as one can fill the infinite Fermi sea.
For bosons, on the other hand, strong interactions are
required beyond the few-body problem to obtain mean-
ingful results. Therefore, a dual mapping to a fermionic
problem is highly desirable in this and similar problems.
The statistical interaction W takes the simple form
W (x) = −2i
∑
i<j
S(xij)δ(xij)Mij , (17)
whereMij is a Hermitian matrix acting on the sublattice
degrees of freedom for the pair (i, j),
Mij = |11〉(〈21| − 〈12|) + |22〉(〈12| − 〈21|) + H.c., (18)
where |n1n2〉 ≡ |n1〉i ⊗ |n2〉j . In momentum space, W is
given by [49]
W (k′, k) = −
4π~v
Λ
kMij . (19)
Note that the momentum space structure of W is dif-
ferent from the usual non-relativistic case, and it dif-
fers from the usual notion of hard core bosons, which
would correspond to W = g0(|11〉〈11| + |22〉〈22|), g0 →
∞. That interaction would arise in the na¨ıve contin-
uum limit of the SSH model for strongly interacting
bosons, which can be realized experimentally with ul-
tracold atoms [35]. The matrix Mij mixes components
in a non-trivial way. Since the coupling constant is
strong, working with bosons in the many-body case is
a hopeless venture. The fermionic dual, with no fur-
ther interactions, corresponds to free fermions and is ex-
actly solvable. Introducing LO even-wave interactions
between fermions, of the form g0(|12〉〈12|+ |21〉〈21|), the
bosonic dual is given by the usual odd-wave interaction
(π2mg0/4~
2Λ2)k′k(|12〉〈12| + |21〉〈21|). The fermionic
scattering amplitude is finite for finite g0, and the bosonic
scattering amplitude is also finite, albeit more compli-
cated to obtain [49].
Note that both the massive and massless (Lut-
tinger) Thirring models [36] are mapped onto strongly-
interacting bosons using the STO. These bosons are not
to be confused with the bosons in Luttinger liquid the-
ory [37] in the massless case, or with the bosons in
sine-Gordon theory in the massive case [38]. Nonethe-
less, both fermionic models being exactly solvable, the
STO provides an exactly solvable relativistic theory of
strongly-interacting two-component bosons.
I now show that the statistical transmutation theory
can be written as a gauge theory. I introduce a singu-
lar gauge interaction aj (j = 1, 2, . . . , N), which must
be Hermitian and antisymmetric with respect to particle
exchange, required to preserve Galilean invariance [40]
when this is present. For the Bose-Fermi mapping, the
gauge interaction aj(x) is given by
aj(x) = 2i~
N∑
ℓ=1
S(xjℓ)δ(xjℓ), (20)
where the sum above runs over ℓ 6= j. The use of the
properties of Shirokov’s algebra, Eqs. (3,4,5), is crucial,
for it implies Hermiticity of aj , allows to set S
2 = 1
and, importantly, renormalizes squared delta functions
to zero, which appear in the non-relativistic case.
Finally, the theory here described can be applied to
one-dimensional anyons [41–43] with statistical parame-
ter φ (φ = π/2 corresponds to the Bose-Fermi mapping).
The spatial part of the local STO Tφ(x) is given by
Tφ(x) = ie
−iφ
∑
j<ℓ S(xjℓ). (21)
The derivation of statistical and dual interactions pro-
ceeds in a manner that is analogous to the Bose-Fermi
mapping [49].
In conclusion, I have presented a general theory of
Bose-Fermi statistical transmutation in quantum one-
dimensional systems. In the low-energy regime, this ap-
plies to arbitrary systems of identical particles. As a
consequence, essentially every result ever obtained in one
dimension for bosons (fermions) in continuous space with
low-energy interactions can be translated to fermions
(bosons) with their respective statistical and dual inter-
actions. These results may be used to characterize the
formation of strongly-coupled spinful fermionic droplets
by referring to available, simple analyses for multicompo-
nent bosons [44, 45], to study coupled wires [46] fully mi-
croscopically, and the continuum limits of optical lattice-
based ladders [47, 48] for bosons and fermions in a unified
manner.
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